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Abstract Classification is an essential task in data mining, machine learning and pattern recognition areas.

Conventional classification models focus on distinctive samples from different categories. There are fine-grained

differences between data instances within a particular category. These differences form the preference information

that is essential for human learning, and, in our view, could also be helpful for classification models. In this

paper, we propose a preference-enhanced support vector machine (PSVM), that incorporates preference-pair

data as a specific type of supplementary information into SVM. Additionally, we propose a two-layer heuristic

sampling method to obtain effective preference-pairs, and an extended sequential minimal optimization (SMO)

algorithm to fit PSVM. To evaluate our model, we use the task of knowledge base acceleration-cumulative

citation recommendation (KBA-CCR) on the TREC-KBA-2012 dataset and seven other datasets from UCI,

StatLib and mldata.org. The experimental results show that our proposed PSVM exhibits high performance

with official evaluation metrics.
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1 Introduction

Classification is a critical task that has wide applications in data mining, machine learning, and pattern

recognition. Among existing classification approaches, support vector machine (SVM) is one of the most

popular and successful methods. However, an SVM classifier is ineffective in the case of complex target

problems, for instance, when training data is unsatisfactory either quantitatively or qualitatively.

To overcome this problem, Vapnik et al. [1] introduced the SVM+ algorithm that uses privileged

information. There has been some follow-up studies [2–4] that aim to achieve better performance in

image-based object classification. In these studies, privileged information including descriptive attribute,

bounding boxes, tags, facial action units, and joint positions of an image are used to provide detailed

explanation of training instances. Understandably, a large number of additional efforts are required to
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obtain the privileged information, distinct from training and testing data. Consequently, the feature

space related to privileged information is different from that of the training and testing data.

However, distinctions between two similar objects are important for humans to learn a concept. For

example, different features of dogs and cats, such as ‘woof’ vs. ‘meow’ of their sounds, are very helpful

for children to distinguish these two species. And in real data, even if two samples are from one category,

they could be different in degrees such as obviousness or trustworthy score. And with the accumulation

of data instances, fine-grained difference information between data samples within one category becomes

available. Therefore, we believe this difference information can be helpful for classification models.

In this paper, we propose a novel classification model called the preference-enhanced support vector

machine (PSVM) that incorporates the difference information obtained from training instances of one

category into SVM. We refer to the difference information obtained from training instances as preference-

pair data. Specifically, we explore the characteristics of training samples in the same category, and

extract the preference-pairs from the training data. This is suitable for the case where order relations

(e.g., preference orders or ranking orders) among instances can be obtained in the same class of training

dataset in a classification task. For instance, in the knowledge base acceleration-cumulative citation

recommendation (KBA-CCR) task, there are four-relevant levels between entities and documents in the

dataset including Central, Relevant, Neutral and Garbage. We can easily build preference-pairs between

documents with different levels for a target entity e. Alternatively, a document appearing earlier in

the stream corpus is more likely to be relevant to e than the document appearing later, and these two

documents can comprise a preference-pair.

To fit our PSVM model, we design an adapted sequential minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm with

either one or two variables optimized at each iteration, which is an extension of the conventional SMO

algorithm with two variables optimized at each iteration. Owing to the tradeoff between annotation

labor and accuracy, a higher number of preference-pair data do not necessarily perform expectedly.

Additionally, incorporating too many constraints into PSVM can greatly increase its computational

complexity. To address this problem, we propose a two-layer heuristic sampling method to effectively

select preference-pairs from training data.

We evaluate our model using the benchmark data of the knowledge base acceleration-cumulative cita-

tion recommendation (KBA-CCR) task of TREC-2012, denoted as TREC-KBA-2012, and seven other

datasets acquired from UCI1), StatLib and mldata.org. Experimental results show that our PSVM model

outperforms the reference models including SVM, RankingSVM and SVM+. It also performs better than

other three top-ranked approaches in selecting central and relevant documents for the given entities on

the TREC-KBA-2012 dataset.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• We present a PSVM model using preference-pair data as enhancing difference information for clas-

sification (Section 3).

• We discuss the model’s dual problem and provide an adapted SMO algorithm to solve the problem

and increase the PSVM’s efficiency (Subsection 3.3).

• We employ a two-layer heuristic sampling algorithm to obtain effective preference-pair data, whose

feature space is the same as the training data (Section 4).

• Using the TREC-KBA-2012 dataset, we show that our model perform better in identifying central

and relevant documents for given knowledge base entities (Section 5).

2 Related work

Our work is largely related to SVM using privileged information and selective sampling. We review the

recent work related to these two tasks in the following subsections.

1) https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html.
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2.1 Augmented SVMs

SVMs have been widely studied in classification and regression from a wide variety of perspectives, for

example [5–9], which has shown satisfactory performance in data mining and pattern recognition. The

conventional SVM learning paradigm did not consider a teacher’s role, until Vapnik formally introduced

learning with a teacher in [1], which is also called learning using hidden information. Similar ideas were

proposed in [1,3,4], which leverage the privileged information to enhance classification performance. The

algorithm for learning using privileged information is implemented in [10].

RankingSVM is known to be the first successful method for learning to rank, and has been extensively

studied since 2000 in [11–14]. RankingSVM uses ranked pairs to establish difference vectors between

different ranking data, and these difference vectors comprise the training data. In [2], the authors

proposed a rank transfer model for learning to rank using privileged information. The model first trains

an ordinary RankingSVM using privileged information, and the resulting ranking of privileged information

is then transferred into a RankingSVM on training data.

The models discussed above assume that privileged information is different from the training and

testing features, as the privileged information include explanation, comments, or descriptive information

about the training data. In contrast, we focus on preference information between similar objects within

the same category of training data, which is directly determined on the basis of features of the training

data. We then incorporate this preference information into SVM.

2.2 Selective sampling

Selective sampling, also known as active learning, has been extensively studied in the machine learning

community. The active learning method only selects the most informative instances to be labelled. SVM

selective sampling techniques have been developed and proven to be effective in achieving high accuracy

with small training instances [15–17]. There has also been an effort to extend selective sampling for

ranking [18–21]. Furthermore, data selection techniques have also been investigated to reduce the size

of training data for RankingSVM. Lin et al. [22] proposed the pruned RankingSVM model to select the

most informative pairs from the order-closest training data before training.

Our sampling method is different from the above mentioned work in two aspects. First, our sampling

methods yield more diverse and credible sample pairs from the training data. Second, unlike active

learning, which requires the learning of a function at each iteration, our sampling method selects effective

preference-pairs on the basis of maximum distance between preference-pairs within a kernel feature space.

3 PSVM

In this section, we present our proposed model PSVM that involves enhancing SVM with information

related to preference-pairs sampled from one classification category.

3.1 Primal and dual problems

Suppose that D = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xl, yl)} is a set of training data for binary classification, where

xi ∈ Rd, d is the dimension of input feature space, yi ∈ {1,−1} and i = 1, . . . , l. P = {(x
(1)
j − x

(2)
j ,

+1)|x
(1)
j ≻ x

(2)
j }nj=1 is a set of difference information of n preference-pairs, where x

(1)
j and x

(2)
j belong

to the training data within the same class.

The basic procedure to formulate the PSVM is to add constraints for the set of difference information

of preference-pairs P to the SVM model, which has the same constraints as those of the RankingSVM.

We then integrate additional loss term of constraints into the loss function of SVM. From this, we obtain
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the following primal form for PSVM:

min
w,b,ξ,ξ∗

1

2
‖ w ‖2 +C

l
∑

i=1

ξi + C′

n
∑

j=1

ξ∗j

s.t. yi(〈w · φ(xi)〉+ b) > 1− ξi,

ξi > 0, i = 1, . . . , l,

〈w · φ(x
(1)
j − x

(2)
j )〉 > 1− ξ∗j ,

ξ∗j > 0, j = 1, . . . , n,

(1)

where C′ > 0 is an additional parameter to control the importance of the constraints of preference-pair

data.

The dual problem of (1) can be derived using standard Lagrangian techniques. Let αi > 0, γi > 0, α∗
j >

0, and ηj > 0 be the Lagrangian multipliers for the inequalities in (1). The compact form of the dual

problem of PSVM is represented in the following equations:

min
α

1

2
α

TQα− e
T
α

s.t. 0 6 αi 6 C, i = 1, 2, . . . , l,

0 6 αi 6 C′, i = l + 1, . . . , l + n,
l

∑

i=1

αiyi = 0,

(2)

where e is a column vector whose element is 1, Q is an l + n by l + n positive semidefinite matrix, and

Qij is defined as follows:

Qij =



























yiyjK(xi,xj), if i 6 l, j 6 l,

yiK(xi,x
(1)
j − x

(2)
j ), if i 6 l, l < j 6 l + n,

yjK(x
(1)
i − x

(2)
i ,xj), if l < i 6 l + n, j 6 l,

K(x
(1)
i − x

(2)
i ,x

(1)
j − x

(2)
j ), if l < j(i) 6 l + n,

where K(xi, xj) ≡ φ(xi)
Tφ(xj) is a kernel function.

The number of kernel evaluations required to solve the dual problem (2) is O((l + n)2), where n is

the number of preference-pairs. Thus, reducing the number of preference-pairs can significantly reduce

cost. Obviously the dual problem (2) is a convex quadratic problem. Once α is obtained by solving this

problem, the decision function for a new input vector x can be computed using the following equation:

sgn(wTφ(x) + b) = sgn





l
∑

i=1

yiαiK(xi,x) + b+

n
∑

j=1

α∗
jK(x

(1)
j − x

(2)
j ,x)



 . (3)

The determination of parameter b will be addressed in the next subsection. According to the represen-

tation theorem [23], the decision function of PSVM is a linear combination of terms of the SVM and the

preference-pairs.

3.2 Optimality condition for dual problem

To derive appropriate stopping conditions for algorithms that solve the equivalent dual problem (2) and

also determine the threshold b, it is important to define the optimality conditions for the problem (2).

Let f(α) = 1
2α

TQα− e
T
α be a function corresponding to α. The Lagrangian for the dual problem (2)

can be expressed as follows:

Ld = f(α) + b

l
∑

i=1

αiyi −

l+n
∑

i=1

λiαi −

l
∑

i=1

ξi(C − αi)−

l+n
∑

i=l+1

ηi(C
′ − αi), (4)
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where the Lagrangian multipliers λi, ξi and ηi are non-negative, while b can take any value. The Karush-

Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions related to α can be defined as follows:

∂Ld

∂αi

= ▽if(α) + byi − λi + ξi = 0,

λiαi = 0, ξi(C − αi) = 0, i = 1, . . . , l,
(5)

∂Ld

∂αi

= ▽if(α)− λi + ηi = 0,

λiαi = 0, ηi(C
′ − αi) = 0, i = l + 1, . . . , l+ n,

(6)

where ▽f(α) ≡ Qα − e is the gradient of f(α), while ▽if(α) = [Qα − e]i is the partial derivative of

f(α) associated with αi, and where [Qα− e]i denotes the i-th element of Qα− e. The condition (5) can

be rewritten as

▽i f(α) + byi =

{

−ξi 6 0, if αi > 0,

λi > 0, if αi < C,
(7)

where i runs over 1, . . . , l. Since yi = ±1, condition (7) is equivalent to the condition that there exists a

b such that

mc(α) 6 b 6 M c(α), (8)

where

mc(α) ≡ max
i∈Ic

up(α)
{−yi ▽i f(α)} ,

M c(α) ≡ min
i∈Ic

low
(α)

{−yi ▽i f(α)} ,

Icup(α) ≡ {i|(yi = +1, αi < C) or (yi = −1, αi > 0); i = 1, . . . , l} ,

and

Iclow(α) ≡ {i|(yi = +1, αi > 0) or (yi = −1, αi < C); i = 1, . . . , l} .

The condition (7) can also be rewritten as

▽i f(α) =

{

−ηi 6 0, if αi > 0,

λi > 0, if αi < C′,
(9)

where i = l + 1, . . . , l + n. The condition (9) is equivalent to the following inequalities:

mr(α) 6 0 and M r(α) > 0, (10)

where mr(α) ≡ maxi∈Ir
up(α) {▽if(α)} ,M r(α) ≡ mini∈Ir

low
(α) {▽if(α)} , Irup(α) ≡ {i|αi > 0, i = l + 1,

. . . , l+ n} and Irlow(α) ≡ {i|αi < C′, i = l + 1, . . . , l + n} . A feasible α is a stationary point of problem

(2) if and only if

mc(α) 6 M c(α), mr(α) 6 0 and M r(α) > 0. (11)

From (11), we obtain a suitable stopping condition as follows:

mc(α)−M c(α) 6 ǫ, mr(α) 6
1

2
ǫ and M r(α) > −

1

2
ǫ, (12)

where ǫ is the tolerance, usually 0.0001. If there exists αi such that 0 < αi < C where i is between 1 and

l, then from the KKT condition (7), b = −yi ▽i f(α).
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3.3 Extended SMO algorithm

In this subsection, we extend the SMO algorithm that was first introduced in [24]. The key idea involves

beginning with a valid initial point, selecting a working set including two variables using second order

information [25], and optimizing a sub-problem of two variables with constraints. The sub-problem can

be solved analytically. As is known in (2), there are two different types of constraints. One is linear

equations and box constraints for training instances, and the other is only box constraints for preference-

pairs. Therefore, we need to consider both types of constraints. Unlike selecting a working set including

two variables as in [25], our working set includes either two or one variables corresponding to either the

first type of constraints or the second type. As a result, the sub-problem has either two variables or one

variable, and the sub-problem can be solved analytically. The following are our working set selection

algorithm and its corresponding sub-problems.

Working set selection algorithm.

(1) For all t, s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l}, define

ats ≡ Ktt +Kss − 2Kts
1), bts ≡ −yt ▽t f(α

k) + ys ▽s f(α
k) > 0, (13)

and

āts ≡

{

ats, if ats > 0,

τ, otherwise,

where τ is a small positive constant.

Find

i ∈ argmax
t

{

−yt ▽t f(α
k)|t ∈ Icup(α

k)
}

,

j ∈ argmin
t

{

−
b2it
āit

|t ∈ Iclow(α
k),−yt ▽t f(α

k) < −yi ▽i f(α
k)

}

.
(14)

Let Bc = {i, j}.

(2) For all t ∈ {l + 1, . . . , l+ n}, define

āt ≡

{

Qtt, if Qtt > 0,

τ, otherwise,

VR ≡ {t|t ∈ Irup(α
k),▽t f(α

k) > 0 or t ∈ Irlow(α
k),▽tf(α

k) < 0}.

(15)

Select

h ∈ argmin
t

{

−
[▽tf(α

k)]2

āt
|t ∈ VR

}

. (16)

Let Br = {h}.

(3) Check −
b2ij
āij

and − [▽hf(α
k)]2

āh
, and let B =Bc or Br depending on which is smaller of the two values.

(4) Return B.

Define N ≡ {1, . . . , l + n} \ B. Let α
k
B and α

k
N be sub-vectors of αk corresponding to B and N ,

respectively. When the working set return Bc = {i, j} and aij > 0, solve the following sub-problem with

two variables αB = [αi, αj ]
T:

min
αi,αj

1

2
[αi,αj ]

[

Qii Qij

Qij Qjj

][

αi

αj

]

+ (−eB +QBNα
k
N )T

[

αi

αj

]

s.t. 0 6 αi, αj 6 C, yiαi + yjαj = −y
T
Nα

k
N .

(17)

1) K(xi,xj) and K(x
(1)
i

− x
(2)
i

,x
(1)
j

− x
(2)
j

) abbreviate to Kij .
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If the working set returns Bc = {i, j} and aij 6 0, solve the following sub-problem with two variables

αB = [αi, αj ]
T:

min
αi,αj

1

2
[αi, αj ]

[

Qii Qij

Qij Qjj

] [

αi

αj

]

+ (−eB +QBNα
k
N )T

[

αi

αj

]

+
τ − aij

4
((αi − αk

i )
2 + (αj − αk

j )
2)

s.t. 0 6 αi, αj 6 C, yiαi + yjαj = −y
T
Nα

k
N .

(18)

Similarly, when the working set returns Br = {h} and Qhh > 0, solve the following sub-problem with

only one variable αh:

min
αh

1

2
αhQhhαh + (−1 +QhNα

k
N )αh s.t. 0 6 αh 6 C′. (19)

If the working set returns Br = {h} and Qhh 6 0, then solve the following sub-problem with only one

variable αh:

min
αh

1

2
αhQhhαh + (−1 +QhNα

k
N )αh +

τ −Qhh

2
(αh − αk

h)
2 s.t. 0 6 αh 6 C′. (20)

4 Two-layer heuristic sampling algorithm

Preference-pairs can be selected from training data in the same category using some criteria to distinguish

them. Given a knowledge base entity, for instance, an earlier occurring document related to the entity is

preferred to a later occurring one, or higher ranked documents are preferred to lower ranked ones. From

the dual problem (2), the kernel evaluation cost is O((l + n)2), causing the number of preference-pairs

n being always too huge to solve the problem. Moreover, when a large number of preference-pairs are

available, there would be more noise among them. Thus, more preference-pairs do not help improve

the model’s accuracy. Therefore, wisely selected preference-pairs could improve the model’s performance

with manageable computational complexity.

In this section, we propose a two-layer heuristic sampling method to select preference-pairs. The first

layer samples more diverse data from the same rank. The Euclidean distance between two vectors in the

kernel space with the RBF kernel function is determined as follows:

‖ φ(xi)− φ(xj) ‖
2= 2− 2K(xi,xj). (21)

We build a graph whose vertices denote training samples from the same rank within a category, and

weights of edges between vertices are calculated from (21). We then employ the maximum spanning tree

algorithm to generate a maximum spanning tree, and obtain the diversity samples corresponding to the

top m edges of the maximum spanning tree. We refer this process as diversity maximum spanning tree

(DIV-MST) algorithm. This strategy is rational because it can avoid biased sampling. The complexity

of the DIV-MST is O(l2).

Figure 1 illustrates the DIV-MST algorithm based on some toy data. The graph is built by three

clusters, where the set of vertices consists of six data points. The weights of edges are also shown

in Figure 1. After the maximum spanning tree of the graph is generated (as shown in the middle of

Figure 1), we select the highest two connected edges (edges between 1, 3 and 1, 4) in terms of weight,

and choose the corresponding three data points (vertices 1, 3, and 4) from the three clusters to avoid

biased sampling.

In the second layer, to effectively sample preference-pairs between different ranks within the same

category, we investigate the following heuristic example.

Example 1. Assume the decision function is f(x) = wTφ(x) + b, x1 ≻ x2 is a preference-pair, and let

d(x1,x2) = ‖φ(x1)−φ(x2)‖. We can derive how a feasible range of w is related to the distance d(x1,x2).

Since x1 ≻ x2, then f(x1)− f(x2) >△> 0, we can easily follow that

‖w‖ >
△

‖φ(x1)− φ(x2)‖
=

△

d(x1,x2)
. (22)
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Figure 1 Demonstration of DIV-MST by using a toy dataset.

Table 1 Datasets used in experiments

Name #Instances #Attributes Source

pyrim 74 27 UCI

ailerons 8694 40 UCI

concrete 1030 8 UCI

bank8fm 8192 9 Mldata.org

Wisconsin 194 33 Mldata.org

bodyfat 252 14 StatLib

kin8nm 8192 9 Mldata.org

It is clear from (22), ‖w‖may become smaller when d(x1,x2) becomes bigger. Therefore, the classification

hyperplane margin could be larger and have a greater generalization ability for unknown data.

Based on the above assumptions, we select preference-pairs whose Euclidean distances are ranked as

the top H in the kernel space, which is equivalent to the top H minimal kernel function of the preference-

pairs. H varies in terms of tasks.

5 Experiments and results

In this section, we present the experiments conducted to evaluate our model, results, and related dis-

cussions. We performed two sets of experiments to test our PSVM model. The first set of experiments

used seven datasets of varying sizes that were acquired from the UCI machine learning repository, the

StatLib out of CMU, and the machine learning data set repository at http://Mldata.org. The second set

of experiments applies the PSVM to the TREC-KBA-2012 dataset.

5.1 Experiments with seven datasets

In this set of experiments, we employ seven regression datasets to evaluate our PSVM model. They

are acquired from the UCI machine learning repository, the StatLib of CMU, and the machine learning

dataset repository in http://Mldata.org. The datasets, their sizes, attributes and sources are listed in

Table 1.

For all these datasets, we convert initial continuous output variables into binary class variables by

applying a threshold on them. For instance, the variable indicating the strength of concrete in the

concrete dataset is applied to define positive and negative classes: a concrete with high strength is

a positive class, while a concrete with low strength is a negative class. Here, thresholds for different

datasets are determined in terms of separating the whole dataset into positive and negative instances

equally. For each dataset, two-thirds was allotted to the training set, while one-thirds was allotted to

the testing set. Moreover, we interpret continuous output variables as preference information to generate

preference-pairs only in the training set. For example, if the output value of an example is greater than

http://Mldata.org
http://Mldata.org
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Table 2 F1 performance of different methods on seven datasets

Dataset PSVM-L PSVM-R SVM RankingSVM SVM+

pyrim 0.896 0.774 0.758 0.722 0.838

ailerons 0.833 0.805 0.728 0.717 0.806

concrete 0.849 0.748 0.744 0.729 0.894

bank8fm 0.935 0.928 0.851 0.766 0.896

Wisconsin 0.705 0.647 0.647 0.658 0.647

bodyfat 0.969 0.913 0.853 0.847 0.968

kin8nm 0.879 0.814 0.794 0.799 0.877

Table 3 Accuracy performance of different methods on seven datasets

Dataset PSVM-L PSVM-R SVM RankingSVM SVM+

pyrim 0.885 0.731 0.731 0.615 0.807

ailerons 0.815 0.764 0.765 0.603 0.805

concrete 0.832 0.772 0.764 0.627 0.886

bank8fm 0.937 0.930 0.853 0.695 0.896

Wisconsin 0.667 0.621 0.636 0.591 0.621

bodyfat 0.965 0.907 0.849 0.791 0.965

kin8nm 0.889 0.798 0.787 0.755 0.879

the output value of another example in the training set, the two examples can produce a preference-pair.

Similarly, we use the continuous output variables as privileged information for SVM+ model.

We use the radial bias function (RBF) kernel in the experiments,

K(xi, xj) = exp(−γ ‖ xi − xj ‖).

We conduct experiments on a 64-bit machine with Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz (L5530), 4 MB cache and

24 GB memory. Similar to Subsection 5.2.4, the constants C, C′and γ for PSVM were optimized using

3-fold cross-validation approach in a search grid. For each dataset, we sample 150 preference-pairs in the

generated preference-pair set using the random sampling method and the proposed heuristic sampling

algorithm given in Section 4. In this section, the corresponding models are abbreviated as PSVM-L and

PSVM-R, respectively. For comparison, we run SVM and SVM+ as the baseline classification methods,

and RankingSVM as the comparative learning to rank method on these seven datasets.

Results and discussion. We evaluate the performance of different methods by calculating the

harmonic mean F1 and accuracy measurements of each testing set for the seven datasets. The F1

and accuracy results of different methods for the seven testing datasets are shown in Tables 2 and 3,

respectively. The results on all seven datasets clearly indicate the benefit of using preference-pairs.

PSVM-L on all seven datasets outperforms SVM and RankingSVM according to F1 and accuracy values.

PSVM-R also outperforms SVM and RankingSVM on all seven datasets. Furthermore, PSVM-L performs

better than PSVM-R on all datasets. SVM+ yields better F1 measures when compared with SVM on

seven datasets, and SVM+ obtain higher accuracy than SVM except for the Wisconsin data set. PSVM-L

outperforms SVM+ on six datasets in F1 and accuracy measurements; however, SVM+ yields higher F1

and accuracy than PSVM-L on the concrete dataset. When we checked the datasets in detail, we found

that the mean and variance values (35.898 and 283.714) in Concrete dataset are larger than in other

datasets (e.g., ‘pyrim’: 0.655 and 0.010 as well as ‘ailerons’: −0.00088 and 1.712). In other words, the

samples in this dataset can be distinguished easier. For other less different data, our PSVM-L performed

better, which is also a demonstration of the effectiveness of our model.

We also report experimental time results on the seven datasets in Table 4. The results show that the

learning time of SVM+ is longer than that of other methods. Moreover, the learning time of SVM is

mostly shorter. The learning time of our PSVM model is between that for SVM and RankingSVM. As

PSVM is based on SVM, and is similar to RankingSVMwith an extended SMO algorithm for optimization,

these results are in line with our expectation. However, SVM+ introduced a correcting function including
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Table 4 Learning time of evaluated models for all datasets (ms)

Dataset PSVM-L PSVM-R SVM RankingSVM SVM+

pyrim 14 3 4 91 21

ailerons 2399 2396 5618 11946 1410733

concrete 57 60 52 176 28264

bank8fm 3108 2699 2587 5813 37767

Wisconsin 1 6 2 8 5

bodyfat 2 1 5 3 7

kin8nm 1330 7048 1744 17639 16400

Table 5 Four-level relevance estimation scale

Level Definition

Garbage Not relevant; e.g., spam

Neutral Not relevant; nothing can be learned about the target entity

Relevant Relates indirectly to the target entity; e.g., mentions topics or events that are

likely to have an impact on the entity

Central Relates directly to the target entity; e.g., the entity is a central figure in the

mentioned topics or events

privileged information. It involves minimizing the combine functional of two spaces composed of original

training data and privileged information [1]. This leads to more complex model than SVM. Therefore,

the learning time of SVM+ is much longer than that for SVM, PSVM-R, and PSVM-L.

5.2 Experiments on the TREC-KBA-2012 dataset

5.2.1 Dataset

We conduct our experiments on the second dataset of KBA-CCR task of the TREC-2012 competition 2)

(TREC-KBA-2012). The following is the goal of the task: given a textual stream corpus consisting of

news and social media contents, and an input entity from a knowledge base such as Wikipedia, generate

a score for each document based on how pertinent it is to the target entity.

In the manually created training and target annotations, the relevance of entity-document pairs are

judged on the basis of a four-level relevance estimation, including Garbage, Neutral, Relevant and Central,

whose definitions are listed in Table 5. Therefore, when a binary classification are conducted, for example

to distinguish the Central+Relevant samples from Neutral+Garbage samples, samples under a same class

but with different levels could be explored as reference-pairs.

Entity set. The entity set consists of 29 Wikipedia items, more specifically, 27 persons and 2 orga-

nizations. These entities are described by semi-structured articles in Wikipedia. Each of the entities is

identified uniquely by a urlname.

Stream corpus. The stream corpus, covering the period from October 2011 to April 2012, includes

documents crawled from news, social media, and Linking. Each stream document is time-stamped and

uniquely identified by a steam id indicating its date of crawling. The corpus is divided as training and

testing instances, with documents from October to December 2011 period as training instances, and the

remainder for testing. We follow this setup.

The detailed annotations about training and testing instances are listed in Table 6.

5.2.2 Evaluation scenarios

According to different granularity settings, we evaluate the proposed model in the following two classifi-

cation scenarios. These two scenarios are also the official target evaluations conducted in the KBA-CCR

task.

2) http://trec-kba.org/kba-ccr-2012.shtml.
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Table 6 Number of training and testing instances labelled

Level #Training instances #Testing instances #Subtotal #Total

Garbage 9382 20439 29821

57755
Neutral 1757 2470 4227

Relevant 6500 8426 14926

Central 3525 5256 8781

Central vs. others. In this scenario, only Central entity-document pairs are treated as positive

instances, and the others as negative instances. Therefore, we denote this scenario as Central Only in the

following descriptions. We sample preference-pair data from Relevant vs. Neutral, Relevant vs. Garbage,

and Neutral vs. Garbage samples, and set m = 40 with the proposed two-layer heuristic sampling

algorithm in Section 4.

Central+Relevant vs. Neutral+Garbage. In this scenario, both Central and Relevant entity-

document pairs are considered as positive instances, and the others as negative instances. It is denoted

as Central+Relevant in the following descriptions. Preference-pair samples are selected between Central

and Relevant instances using the two-layer heuristic algorithm proposed in Section 4, and also m = 40 is

set.

5.2.3 Evaluation metrics

We follow the evaluation methodology of the KBA-CCR track of TREC-2012. For each target entity, a

document is assigned a confidence score in the range of 0 to 1000 with respect to how likely it is for a

human to cite that document. Scoring is done by sweeping a confidence cutoff from 0 to 1000 in steps of

50, and documents with a score above this cutoff are treated as positive instances.

Next, the scoring tool computes precision and recall for each entity and for each cutoff value with

respect to the assessors’s judgments. Then, macro-average precision and recall are computed for each

cutoff, where macro-averaged precision (recall) means summing up the precision (recall) scores for all

the query entities, and then dividing the sum by the number of entities for a given cutoff. Finally,

the harmonic mean F1 of the macro-average precision and macro-average recall are determined for each

cutoff. We choose the highest F1 as the result of the current model, using the evaluation scripts provided

by the TREC committee. The scoring tool also computes scale utility, a metric from general information

filtering, used to evaluate the ability of a system to accept relevant and reject non-relevant documents

from a document stream [26].

5.2.4 Experimental setting

Twelve variants of PSVM are evaluated using random and two-layers heuristic sampling algorithms in

terms of the number of sampling preference-pairs. They are abbreviated as PSVM-R XX and PSVM-

2L XX, respectively, where XX is the number of sampled preference-pairs. For comparison, we run

LIBSVM3) as the baseline classification method, and RankingSVM4) as the comparative Learning to

Rank method with three rankings consisting of Central, Relevant, and others. Moreover, we run SVM+

implemented by Pechyony 5) by using label information and source of documents as privileged information.

In our current experiments, we use the features proposed in [27,28] that have been proved to be effective

for the training and testing samples.

We use RBF kernel

K(xi, xj) = exp(−γ ‖ xi − xj ‖),

and a 3-fold cross-validation for selecting hyper-parameters. We conduct the experiments on a 64-bit

machine with Intel Xeon 2.4 GHZ (L5530), 4 MB cache and 24 GB memory. For the proposed method, we

3) https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/cjlin/libsvm/index.html.
4) http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvmtools/#large scale ranksvm.
5) http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/pechyony/conj svm.tar.gz.
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Table 7 Overall results of evaluated methods

Method
Central Only Central+Relevant

F1 SU σ Time (ms) F1 SU σ Time (ms)

PSVM-2L 10 0.320 0.344 0.229 1660 0.713 0.710 0.214 2230

PSVM-2L 30 0.321 0.370 0.227 7620 0.690 0.682 0.277 6270

PSVM-2L 50 0.322 0.349 0.231 17660 0.701 0.712 0.253 8090

PSVM-2L 100 0.318 0.358 0.228 5710 0.689 0.682 0.279 2380

PSVM-2L 250 0.335 0.338 0.213 30260 0.694 0.694 0.232 17750

PSVM-2L 300 0.333 0.354 0.217 20580 0.717 0.714 0.220 23570

PSVM-R 10 0.320 0.344 0.225 3410 0.688 0.680 0.279 2820

PSVM-R 30 0.327 0.333 0.222 2090 0.688 0.680 0.279 5020

PSVM-R 50 0.318 0.319 0.228 8680 0.688 0.680 0.279 13430

PSVM-R 100 0.322 0.315 0.227 21060 0.688 0.680 0.279 14440

PSVM-R 250 0.327 0.342 0.225 24720 0.688 0.680 0.279 10490

PSVM-R 300 0.318 0.320 0.228 18030 0.688 0.680 0.279 17260

SVM 0.338 0.371 0.222 2190 0.688 0.681 0.279 2110

RankingSVM 0.325 0.291 0.235 44867 0.613 0.604 0.276 44867

SVM+ 0.329 0.327 0.226 259161 0.689 0.682 0.278 438359

HLTCOE 0.359 0.402 0.242 – 0.492 0.555 0.256 –

UDel 0.355 0.331 0.208 – 0.597 0.591 0.213 –

3-step RF 0.351 0.347 0.215 – 0.691 0.673 0.260 –

‘–’ means that it is a reference baseline, so we can not conduct the experiments again.

first choose the one that has the best accuracy on grids of (C,C′, γ) values, where C,C′ ∈ {2−5, 2−4, . . . ,

215} and γ ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.7, 1.6, 3.2, 6.4, 12.8}. We choose the one that has the

best prediction performance in the 3-fold cross-validation, and then train the model using the whole

training data. The hyper-parameter selection in the SVM, SVM+ and RankingSVM are the same as the

PSVM on parameter grids (C, γ).

For further references, we also include the two best performing official runs HLTCOE [29] and UDEL [30]

from TREC-2012, and a 3-step Random Forest (RF) [31] run.

5.2.5 Results and discussion

Here we present the overall performance of all the experimental methods including F1, scale utility (SU),

standard deviations σ and time complexity of experiments. The results are listed in Table 7.

In comparison to other methods listed in the last two blocks of Table 7, PSVM with two-layer heuristic

sampling achieves higher or competitive F1 in the Central+Relevant scenario considerably. Specifically,

compared with the SVM baseline, our best PSVM-2L 300 improves F1 by about 4.2%. In contrast to

SVM+, PSVM-2L 300 improves F1 by roughly 4.1%. In comparison to RankingSVM, our PSVM-2L 300

model improves F1 by approximately 16%. These results validate our motivations that (i) difference in-

formation from preference-pairs can enhance classification performance. However, in comparison to SVM,

F1 of PSVM-R xx which randomly samples the preference-pairs between Central and Relevant annotation

data is the same as the SVM result. This indicates that randomly sampling a small number of preference-

pairs does not enhance classification performance. (ii) The two-layer heuristic sampling algorithm helps

obtain effective preference-pairs. (iii) The PSVM with a small number of effective preference-pairs can

achieve higher performance.

We conduct a t-test in the Central+Relevant scenario to evaluate the statistical performance difference

between PSVM and other methods. More specifically, we first acquire the F1 values of all the entities

corresponding to the cutoff with which the model achieves the maximum F1 performance (cutoff ranges

from 0 to 1000 by steps 50) for each of the above methods. Then, we use the F1 values of all entities

to compute p-values between different methods by using t-test with double tail and paired samples. The

p-values between PSVM-2L 300 and SVM, SVM+, RankingSVM, HLTCOE, UDel and 3-step RF are
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0.0247, 0.047, 0.0176, 0.0005, 0.0001 and 0.048, respectively, which are all less than 0.05. According

to these p-values, the performance of PSVM is approved to be significantly different with the other six

comparative methods.

In addition to p-values, we also compute the standard deviations σ of different methods as shown in

the 4th and 8th columns of Table 7. The standard deviation of PSVM-2L 300 (0.22) is lower than most

of the other methods in the Central+Relevant scenario.

We include experimental results for time complexity in the 5th and 9th columns in Table 7. The

results show that the learning time of PSVM is between that for the SVM and RankingSVM. However,

the learning time of SVM+ is much longer than other methods.

In the Central Only scenario, compared with the HLTCOE, UDEL and 3-step RF methods which

achieved best results in the TREC-2012 competition, F1 values of PSVMs are lower. This is because, the

preference-pairs that we incorporated are among Relevant vs. Neutal, Relevant vs. Garbage, and Neutral

vs. Garbage, without Central information. As these three levels are not crucial for the entity-document

citation application, there is too much noise in their annotations. Therefore, the F1 values of PSVM in

the Central Only scenario are lower than the other baselines.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a PSVM model that utilizes preference data for classification and a two-layer

heuristic sampling algorithm to select preference-pair data. Experimental results on TREC-KBA-2012

dataset demonstrated that our model is able to exhibit better performance than other baselines in the

Central+Relevent scenario. Moreover, experiment results on seven other datasets acquired from UCI,

StatLib, and MLdata.org show that our model is also able to outperform other baselines. We conclude

that difference information underlying preference-pairs helps improve classification performance. An

interesting direction of future work is to explore general difference information to enhance classification

performance. In addition, there is a focus on determining the number of selection diversity instances and

the number of top preference-pairs in a data set in the future work.
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